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Platinet Wet Wipes LCD And Touch Screens (100 pack), TUV
certified, For cleaning of monitors and glass surfaces. Removes
Fat, Dust and Fingerprints, Use on a cool surface. Tissue 20x13cm

Brand : Platinet Product code: PFS5875

Product name : Wet Wipes LCD And Touch Screens (100
pack), TUV certified, For cleaning of monitors and glass
surfaces. Removes Fat, Dust and Fingerprints, Use on a cool
surface. Tissue 20x13cm

Wet Wipes LCD And Touch Screens (100 pack), TUV certified, For cleaning of monitors and glass
surfaces. Removes Fat, Dust and Fingerprints, Use on a cool surface. Tissue 20x13cm

Platinet Wet Wipes LCD And Touch Screens (100 pack), TUV certified, For cleaning of monitors and glass
surfaces. Removes Fat, Dust and Fingerprints, Use on a cool surface. Tissue 20x13cm:

Wet cleaning tissues for LCD/TFT screens100 pcs of soaked LCD/TFT cleaning tissues especially designed
for delicate LCD screen surfaces. Easily remove fat spots, finger prints and other dirt. Platinet PFS5875
screen cleaning tissues are safe in usage and don't damage screens.After usage tissues leave invisible
protection surface, which makes further dust disposition more difficult.Contains 100 pcs of soaked/wet
tissues in a can. Size of the tissue: 20x13cmThis product is TUV CERTIFIED.

Features

Proper use LCD/TFT/Plasma, Screens/Plastics
Product type * Equipment cleansing wipes
Product colour White

Weight & dimensions

Cleaning cloth dimensions 200 x 130 mm

Packaging content

Cleaning cloth
Quantity per pack 100 pc(s)

Technical details

Doesn't contain Alcohol
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